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This paper reexamines the role of the state in financial markets and identifies
seven major market failures that provide a potential rationale for government
intervention. In practice, government interventions in capital markets, even in
industrial countries, haue been pervasive. The paper provides a taxonomy of
those interventions with respect to both the objectives they serve and the instrments they employ.
There is a role for the government in financial markets, but the success of
government interventions has been mixed. It is important that interventions be
well designed. The paper sets out principles of government regulatory interventions and applies them to prudential regulation. It then e-xamines three other
areas of intervention-directed
credit, financial repression, and competition
policy-and identifies circumstances in which some amount of financial repression may actually be beneficial.
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T

he role of the governmentin financialmarkets is a long-standingdebate
that has engaged economists around the world. There are certain recurrent themes in this debate.

The history of modern capitalism has been marked by the linked phenomena
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cial .Y.bacles-such as those associated with the collapse of the savings and
loan associations in the United States-are no smaller. Nor is the United
States the only country beset by problems; in recent years government intervention has been required in Japan, in a number of European countries, and
in numerous developingcountries. What action, if any, should the state take
to ensure the solvencyand stabilityof financial institutions?
* The past decade has been marked by important financial innovations. Netechnologiesrecord transactions at record speed; partly with the aid of these
new technologies, new instruments and institutions have been created. Do
these chaxngesnecessitate a reevaluation of the role of the state?
* Sophisticated and well-developed capital markets are seen as the hallmark
of a developed economy. Not surprisingly, as the developingcountries move
toward more sophisticated financial systems, they have sought to create the
requisite institutions. What role should the government play in creating
such systems?
* Finally, the spirit of deregulation that has been a dominant theme in economic policy discussions during the past two decades is increasingly being
felt in financial markets as well. The daim is that market liberalization will
enable the financial system to perform its main function of allocating scarce
capital more efficiently and will thus benefit the rest of the economy. I argue
that much of the rationale for liberalizing financial markets is based neither
on a sound economic understanding of how these markets work nor on the
potential scope for government intervention. Often, too, it lacks an understanding of the historical events and political forces that have led governments to assume their present ro[e. Instead, it is based on an ideological
commitment to an idealized conception of markets that is grounded neither
in fact nor in economic theory.
A basic thesis of this essay is that financial markets are markedly different
from other markets; that market failures are likely to be more pervasive in these
markets; and that there exist forms of government intervention that will not
only make these markets function better but will also improve the performance
of the economy. Of course, the existence of market failure need not, by itself,
justify government intervention; financial operations are complex, and regulators are beset by a variety of problems. It is argued, for instance, that the U.S.
savings and loan debade is a manifestation not of market failure but of
regulatory-or government-failure. To some extent, this view is correct, but to
conclude from this experience that there should be less government regulation is
incorrect. I argue that the problem arises because the regulations are poorly
designed. It is necessary to appreciate the limits-as well as the strengths-of
government intervention. Although views of the precise role of the government
will differ from country to country, some general principles can be identified.
Before beginning the formal analysis, some preliminary observations may be
useful. First, massive interventions in financial markets are common. In the
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United States these include banking and securities regulations as well as direct
government involvement in lending activities. Indeed, throughout the 1980s
about 25 percent of all loans were either originated by government agencies or
carried govemment guarantees (see Schwarz 1992). There are government loan
programs for students, for small businesses, for housing, for exports, and for a
host of other worthy causes.
Second, financial debacles are ubiquitous. In recent years crises in financial
institutions have rocked Chile, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and many other economies. While popular discussion has focused on the budgetary costs of, say, the
U.S. savings and loan bailout, these costs are only part of the problem. The
financial institutions lent money on projects the returns from which were insufficient to repay the borrowed funds. A central function of financial institutions is
to direct resources to the activitieswith the highest returns. Evidently, however,
they failed to do this: returns in many cases were not only negative but massively
so. The problem arises from misplaced incentives, partly due to inappropriate
government policies.
Third, the extensive media coverageof the stock and bond markets makes it
tempting to conclude that these markets are the central institutions of capitalism. But in fact, as is shown in table 1, a relatively small fraction of total
investment is financed by new equity or bond issues. There are good theoretical
reasons for this, which I discuss at greater length below. For now, I simply note
that if raising funds were the primary function of equity markets, we would have
to judge them to be an extremely cosdy way of doing so: the transaction costs
(the resources involved in running the financial markets) amount to 25 percent
of all new investment-not just new investment finanwd through the equity
market.
The stock market is, first and foremost, a forum in which individuals can
exchange risks. It affectsthe ability to raise capital (although it may also contribute to management's shortsightedness), but in the end, it is perhaps more a
gambling casino than a venue in which funds are being raised to finance new
ventures and expand existing activities. Indeed, new ventures typically must
look elsewhere.
Finally, many of the widely touted financial innovations contribute little to
economic efficiency; indeed, they may be welfare-decreasing. For instance,
financial technology permits a faster recording of transactions, but it is doubtful
whether this yields significant efficiencygains, and to the extent that greater
resources are required, welfare may actually be decreased.
The last point is illustrated by a simple parable (see Summers and Summers
1989). Assumethat a number of people are engaged in a productive activitysay, listeningto a lecture. By some fluke, a hundred-dollar bill falls at the feet of
each person present. Each individual has a choice: to stop paying attention and
grab the bill at once, or to wait until the end of the lecture and then pick up the
money. Although the latter option is more effic,irt (since it does not entail the
disturbance of productive activity), it is not a Nash equilibrium. Given that
Stigltz
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Table 1. Net Sources of Finance of Nonftnancia Corporations
Economy

Bank Trade
Capital
Retentons finance credit Bonds Equity transfer

Otherb

Stazst:tal
adjustnent

Thailand
1970-76
1977-80
1980-83

51.41

52.80
50.40

31.94
30.12
32.80

-1.74
-2.32
-2.42

12.59
11.28
12.65

9.25
12.40
8.62

-

0.2S
0.00
0.97

-3.59
-4.31
-3.22

14.35
12.79
4.75

17.63
13.62
14.75

-

2.00

-

3.00

-

-

5.60
2.34
1.32

-11.80
-

Korea, Rep. of
1985-89
1980-84
1970-79

40.20
36.40
27.60

27.66
37.15

52.30

-

61.00

34.00

-

-

37.70
36.35
23.59

34.31
27.91
38.11

8.63
0.32
0.9S

1.72
8.59
3.87

24.11
25.42
31.92

66.30

61.50

-0.70

0.70

-0.40

1970-89

80.60

11.00

-1.90

Japan
1970-87

17.70

28.00

-7.80

4.00

98.00

19.80

-1.60

2.00

-8.00

91.30

16.60

-3.70

17.10

-8.80

-

-

-

-

-

Malaysia
1986-91

Taiwan (China)
1965-80
1981-85
1986-90

France
1970-85

2.6

-14.90

-5.10

Gernany, Fed.Rep.
-0.60

0.90

8.50

1.50

0.00

2.70

-

1.30

0.10

United Kingdom
1970-89

2.10

-4.10

-8.20

-3.80

-8.70

United States
1970-89

-

Noc railable.
a. Data for Asian economics arc not available but are hkcly to be induded in the Other column or in the
statistical adjustent.
b. Refers to sales of assets.
Source: For Organizaton of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)country data, unpublished flowof-fhids figures from the Center for Economic Policy Research (cEPR), International Study of the Financing of
Indusy.
-

everyone else is waiting, it pays each individual to bend down to gather up not
only his hundred-dollar bill, but also that of his neighbor. But there is no real
social gain from picking up the bill a few minutes earlier, and there is a real
social cost. Many financial innovations that involve faster recording of transactions do little more than allow some individuals to pick up hundred-dollar bills
faster, "forcing" others to follow suit (for a formal model see Stiglitz and Weiss
1990). Better financial markets may contribute to economic efficiency, but the
extent to which they do so requires careful scrutiny. Improvements in secondary
markets do not necessarily enhance the ability of the economy either to mobilize
savings or to allocate capital.
Earlier discussions of financial markets, particularly in developing countries,
have focused on their role in mobilizing savings for industrialization. We now
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recognize that financial markets do much more and that how well they perform
these other functions may affect not only the extent to which they can mobilize
savings but, more broadly, the overall efficiency and rate of growth of the
economy. (For a more extensivediscussionsee Fama 1980; Stiglitz 1985; Stiglitz
and Weiss 1990; Greenwald and Stiglitz 1992b.) The principal roles of financial
markets are transferring capital from savers to borrowers; agglomerating capital; selecting projects; monitoring; enforcing contracts; transferring, sharing,
and pooling risks; and recording transactions, or, more generally,"running" the
medium of exchange. In this description, capital markets deal not only with
intertemporal trade but also with risk and information. The three are inexorably
linked; since intertemporal trade involvesdollars today for promises of dollars
in the future, there is always the risk of default, and information about the
borrower's likelihood of repayment is critical. Thus even if we would like to
separate the exchange, risk, and information roles, we cannot.
The various functions are linked, but in ways chat are not inevitable. For
instance, banks link the transactions functions and the functions of selectingand
monitoring. With modem technologies, the transactions function can be separated. In the cash management accounts offered by various U.S. brokerage
firms, money is transferred into and out of "banks" instantaneously. The brokerage house handles the transaction, but no bank balances are kept, and
accordingly, no loan function (such as selecting and monitoring projects) is
performed.
Market Failure
Financial markets essentially involve the allocation of resources. They can be
thought of as the -brain" of the entire economic system, the central locus of
decisionmaking:if they fail, not only will the sector's profits be lower than they
would otherwise have been, but the performance of the entire economic system
may be impaired.
The standard theories of the efficiencyof competitive markets are based on
the premise that there is perfect information or, more precisely, that the information held by individuals or firms is not affected by what they observe in the
market and cannot be altered by any action they can undertake, including
acquiring more information. Thus the fundamental theorems of welfare economics, which assert that every competitiveequilibrium is Pareto efficient, provide no guidance with respect to the question of whether financial markets,
wshichare essentiallyconcerned with the production, processing, dissemination,
and utilization of information, are efficient. On the contrary, economies with
imperfect information or incomplete markets are, in general, not constrained
Pareto efficient (Greenwald and Stiglitz 1986); there are feasible government
interventions that can make all individualsbetter off. Thus not only is there no
presumption that competitive markets are efficient, but there is a presumption
that they are inefficient.Moreover, even with no other barriers to entry, in the
Stiglitz
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presence of costly information there is a presumption that markets will not, in
general, be fully competitive.This strengthens the presumption that markets, in
the absence of government intervention, are not constrained Pareto efficient.
Determiningwhether or how government interventionscan improve matters is a
more subtle question. But first it may be usefulto discusswhy costly information
givesrise to market failure.
Information and Market Failure
Information differs from conventional commoditiesin severalimportant ways.
Information is, in a fundamentalsense, a publicgood. The two essentialfeatures
of a pure public good are nonrivalrous consumption (the consumption of the
good by one individual does not detract from that of another) and nonexcludability (it is impossible, or at least very costly, to exclude anyone from
enjoying the public good). Information possessesboth of these attributes. (For
instance, if I tell someone something I know, I still know it; his knowledge of
that fact does not subtract from mine.) As is well known, competitive market
economies provide an insufficientsupply of all public goods-including information. Becauseof the difficultiesof appropriating the returns to information,
there are often externalities associated with its acquisition. Others benefit from
the information acquired by an individual.
Moreover, expenditures on information can be viewed as fixedcosts; they do
not need to increase with the amount of lending (although lenders may spend
more on acquiring information when larger amounts are involved).Because of
the fixed-costnature of information, markets that are information-intensiveare
likelyto be imperfecdycompetitive.There may, in fact, be many firns engaged
in similar activities, but it will not pay firms to obtain exactly the same
information-say, concerning a particular borrower (see Stiglitz 1975b; for a
brief discussion of the implications for credit markets see Jaffee and Stiglitz
1990).
Without perfect competition, markets will not, in general, be efficient.
Finally, if there are to be incentivesto gatherinformation, markets must be, to
some extent, informationallyinefficient;not all information can be transmitted
from informed to uninformed investors (Grossman and Stiglitz 1976, 1980).
Accordingly, financial markets-whose essential role is to obtain and process
information-are likelynot only to differ from markets for conventional goods
and servicesbut to differ in ways that suggestthat market failurewill be particularly endemic in financial markets.
Seven Market Failures in Financial Markets
We now turn to a description of several of the key manifestations of market
failure in financial markets.
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Problems of inform.ation as a public good
arise in at least two contexts in financial markets: information about the solvency of financial institutions, which is obviously of great value to investors (or
depositors) who are considering entrusting funds to or withdrawing funds from
a particular financial institution; and information about the management of
these institutions, which affects the risk and return on investments.
Monitoring solvencycan be viewed as one aspect of the more general problem
of monitoring the use of capital. How well an economy functions depends on the
efficiencywith which its capital is allocated. It is management's responsibility to
allocate resources efficiently and to monitor the firm's workers. But who monitors the managers? In principle, the answer is the board of directors. This only
pushes the question back one step: who mnonitorsthe board of directors? And
what incentivesdo they have to do a good job?
Monitoring, like other forms of information, is a public good. If one shareholder takes actions that enhance the value of the shares of the firm (for
instance, by improving the quality of management), all shareholders benefit. If
one lender takes an action that reduces the likelihood of default-for instance,
by monitoring management more dosely-all lenders benefit. As in the case of
any public good, there is an undersupply; too little effort is expended on monitoring financial institutions-with the expected consequences. First, because
the managers know that they are not being monitored, they may take inappropriate risks or attempt to divert funds to their own use. Second, because
investors cannot rely on financial institutions, fewer resources will be allocated
through the institutions, and they will not be able to perform their functions as
well as they might otherwise.
MONITORING

AS A PUBLIC GOOD.

EXTERNALITIES OF MONITORING, SELECTION, AND ENDING.

One of the most

important functions of financial institutions is to select among alternative projects and to monitor the use of the funds. The observation that another lender is
willing to supply funds reassuresthe potential investor. It confers an externality,
the benefit of which is not taken into account when the first lender undertakes
his or her lending activity. By the same token, the second lender may confer a
negative externality on the first lender. (Because the likelihood of default is a
function of the total amount borrowed, lenders may try to restrict borrowers
from securing funds from other sources; Arnott and Stiglitz 1991.)
There are other "within market" externalities. Investors, too, have imperfect
information. When a bank fails, they may conclude that similar events may have
adversely affected other banks as well and may decide to withdraw their funds,
possibly inducing a run.
The presence of a large number of "bad" firms seeking to raise equity makes
it more difficult for good firms to raise capital because potential investors find
it difficult to sort out the two. This is an example of the familiar kind of
externality associated with selection problems: the existence of firms that are
Sugltitz
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bad risks imposes screening costs and can even "spoiP' a market (see Stiglitz
1975c).
Some externalities extend across markets. Actions in the credit market affect
the equity market, and vice versa. For instance, the fact that a bank is willing to
lend money affectsthe firm's ability to raise equity capital, both because it has a
positive signalingeffect and because potential stockholders know that it is more
likelythat the firm will be supervisedby the bank. In recent years equity owners
have exerted strong negative externalities on creditors by restructuring; by
increasing debt, they have reduced the market value of outstanding debt.
Under modern capitalism, at least for large firms with widely diversified
ownership, there is a separation of ownership and control that gives rise to an
important class of monitoring problems and externalities. Shareholdersexercise
effectivecontrol neither diretly, through the proxy mechanism, nor indirectly,
through the 1akeover mechanism. Banks, through their threat not to renew
credit, often exercise far more influence.This view can be traced back to Berle
(1926) and was revivedby Stiglitz(198S). In either case, those exercisingcontrol
have significant effectson others; for instance, bank monitoring, while it may
reduce the likelihood of insolvency, may also reduce the upside potential of
equity.
The design of financial institutions and regulations may affect the extent and
form of monitoring as well as the extent to which externalities are internalized.
The close relationships between banks and their borrowers observed in Japan
may facilitate monitoring (see Aoki 1992), and the fact that banks may own
shares in the firm may reducethe potential scope for conflictsof interest between
the banks and shareholders. In the United States such links are prohibited by the
Glass-SteagallAct, and banks that are involved in the management of firms
which have borrowed money may lose their seniority status as creditors in the
event of bankruptcy.
xTEmRALmnES OF FINANCIAL DISRUPTION.

The macroeconomicconsequences

of disruptions of the financial systemprovide one of the more important rationales for government intervention. The failure of even a single financial institution can have significanteffects.It is often argued that the cost of bankruptcy is
greatly overestimatedbecause the assets of the firm do not disappear but merely
change ownership. Although there may be some truth in this contention, the
essential asset of a bank-its information capital-is not easily transferred. In
the event of bankruptcy, this information capital may be largely dissipated.
Thus the bankruptcy of a single bank-and even more so the bankruptcy of
multiple banks-may disrupt the flow of credit to particular borrowers.
Bank insolvency has indirect effects as well. Borrowers may have to curtail their activities, with further repercussions on customers and suppliers.
This may lead to a cascade of effectsfamiliar to students of general equilibrium
theory (see Stiglitz1987a). There are also signalingeffects: for instance, even if a
bankruptcy does not trigger a financial panic, some depositors will withdraw
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funds from other financialinstitutionsbecauseof a perceivedrisk of default.
These withdrawalsmay havean adverseeffecton other financialinstitutionsby
leadinginvestorsto questiontheir viability.When institiutionsmake decisions,
however,they do not take these externalitiesinto account; they only look at
their private costs and benefits.Thus the public interest in the solvencyof
financial institutions may exceed the private interests of the owners and
managers.
Governmentscannot sit idlyby when facedwith the impendingcollapseof a
major financialinstitution.Moreover,both banksand investorsknow that the
governmentwillstep in becauseit cannot commititselfnot to intervenein the
economy.There have been isolated cases in which the governmenthas not
intervened,but these cases have usually involvedsmall banks whose failure
posed no threat. The difficultyof holdingthe govemmentto specificcommitmentsis one of the centralwaysin whichthegovernmentdiffersfrom the private
sector. The privatesector relieson the governmentto enforceits contracts.But
who can enforcegovernmentcommitments?
The governmentthus performsthe role of an insurer, whetheror not it has
explicitlyissued a policy. The provisionof insurancetends to alter behavior,
givingriseto the well-knownproblemof moralhazard; that is, the insuredhas a
reducedincentiveto avoidthe insured-againstevent.In this case,banks, knowing that they are effectivelyinsured,may take greaterrisks than they otherwise
would. In particular,they mayundertakeriskssimilarto those beingundertaken
by other banks, sincethey assumethat althoughthe governmentmight ignore
the problemsof a singlebank, it couldnot allowthe entirefinancialsystemto go
belly-up.So long as the bank doeswhat other banksare doing, the probability
of a rescueis extremelyhigh.
Most insurancegivesrise to moralhazard problems.Insurancefirms attempt
to mitigatethe moralhazardproblemby imposingrestrictions.For instance,fire
insurancecompaniestypicallyrequirethat sprinklersbe installedin commercial
buildings.Once we recognizethe role of governmentas an insurer (willingor
unwilling),financialmarketregulationscan be seenfrom a new perspective,as
akin to the regulationsan insurancecompany imposes. The effects of some
versionsof financialmarketliberalizationare similarto an insurancecompany's
decidingto abandon firecodes,with similardisastrousconsequences.
MARKETS. It is surprisingthat equitymarkets,even
in industrial countries, are so weak, since equity provides a mechanismfor
sharingrisks and there is considerableevidencethat individuals(and firms)are
risk averse.In some importantsense,therefore,thesemarketsare not working
well. (SeeGreenwald,Stiglitz,and Weiss 1984. Contrary to the ModiglianiMiller theorem,when informationis imperfect,financialstructurematters, as
does the range of availablefinancialinstruments;seeStiglitz1988.) Similarly,
the prevalenceof credit rationing suggeststhe existenceof fundamentalproblems with credit markets. Not only are certain key markets (such as those
MISS[NG AND INCOMPLETE
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insuring a variety of risks) missing,but even long-term contracts that would
seemdesirablewerenot availableuntil relativelyrecently(in a historicalsense).
In many countriestheir existencewas the directresultof governmentactions(see
Rey and Stiglitz1992).
Recenttheoriesprovidea singleset of explanationsfor thesewell-documented
imperfectionsin the capital market: information is imperfect and costly to
obtain. Problemsof adverseselectionand moral hazard implythat the effective
costsof transactionsin certainmarketsmaybe so high as to limittrade or to lead
to the demise of those markets (see Akerlof 1970; Greenwald, 1986; Stiglitz
1982).
The governmenthas severalmarkedadvantagesin risk-bearing.First, because
it can forcemembershipin insuranceprograms,it can avoid the adverseselection problems that plague risk markets in general and insurance markets in
particular. Adverseselection has a socialcost as well. Insurance firms must
spend large amounts to improve the quality of their pool of insured policyholders,and the prices(premiumsand interestrates) of insurancereflectthese
expenjditures.

A secondadvantageis the government'sabilityto mitigatethe effectsof moral
hazard that arise because lenders lack information. The governmenthas the
power to compel the disclosureof information through a range of indirect
instruments, includingtaxes, subsidies,and regulations(for a discussionsee
Arnott and Stiglitz1986). Informationavailablein the incometax system, for
instance, can be used to reduce the risks of loan default and to design loan
paymentscontingenton income.
A third advantageis that private markets cannot handle the kinds of social
risk associatedwith macroeconomicdisturblances.Markets are good at insuring
individualsagainstaccidents.But if all individualsare similar,who is to absorb
the socialrisk?It can be spread acrossgenerations,but onlythe governmentcan
engagein suchintergenerationaltransfersof risk.
Offsettng theseadvantages,however,the governmentis at a marked disadvantage in assessingrisks and premiums,in part becausesuch assessmentsare,
to a large extent, subjective.The governmentinevitablyhas to employrelatively
simplerules in risk assessments-rules that almost surelydo not capture all the
relevantinformation-and politicalconsiderationswill not allowit to differentiate on bases that the market would almost surely employ. By contrast, the
market convertsthe subjectivejudgmentsof a largenumber of participantsinto
an objectivestandard. If a bank, say, complainsabout the risk premiumcharged
by the market (in the form of the rate it must pay to attract uninsureddepositors), there is a simpleanswer: show the market the evidencethat the risk has
been overestimated.The jury of the marketrendersa verdict.If the information
is credible,the risk premiumwillreflectthat information.
The difficultiesof determiningwhether interestrates are actuallyappropriate
exacerbates an ever-presentproblem with governmentlending programs: the
opportunity to provide (often hidden)subsidies.Students in the United States
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and largc farmersin Brazil,for example,have been the beneficiariesof hidden
subsidies.The temptationto usesuchsubsidiesfor politicalpurposesis one that
manygovernmentshavefounddifficultto resist.
Another perspective,arguing the governmentshould assume a significant
amount of riskwithinfinancialmarkets,emphasizesthe government'sresponsibility for dealingwith the risks associatedwith the insolvencyof financialinstitutions. If the regulatorystructure is designedand enforcedappropriately,
insolvenciesshould be relativelyrare. In practice,macroeconomicdownturns
are a major causeof insolvencies,and avoidingsuchdownturnsis the responsibility of the government.Making the governmentbear the costs of a failure
to live up to its responsibilitiesprovides a natural incentivefor it to do its
job well.I
IMPERFECT COMPETITION.

Earlier i noted that information naturally gives rise

to imperfectcompetition.Thisis important becausethe underlyingbeliefin the
efficiencyof marketeconomiesis basedon the premisethat competitionnot only
exists, but is "perfect."Yet in most countriescompetitionin the bankingsector
is limited.
The distinguishingcharacteristicof mostmarketsis that anyselleris willingto
sellto any buyerat the preannouncedprice. Thisis true in depositmarkets,but
in loan marketsborrowersmayfacea verylimitednumberof suppliersand may
find it difficultto switchfrom one to another. Each bank has specializedinformation about its customerbase. A customerwho has a long track record with
one bank and thereforeis viewedas a good loan prospectby that bank may be
unknown to another bank and may thereforebe considereda riskierprospect
(see Stiglitzand Weiss1983).Thus the fact that there are ten lenderssupplying
loans in a market does not mean that each customerhas a choiceof ten suppliers.Evenwhenthere are manybanks,competitionmay be limited.
PARETO INEFFICIENCY OF COMPETITIVE MARKETS.

As is true for many theorems,

the proof of the fundamentaltheoremof welfareeconomics(the theoremthat
underlieseconomists'faith in markets)employsa largenumberof assumptions,
some essential,some for simplification.Two of the assumptionsare absolutely
crucial; in their absence,the theoremis not in general true: there must be a
complete set of markets, and information must be exogenous-that is,
unaffectedby any actiona participantin the marketcan take. As shouldby now
be clear, these assumptionsare particularlydisturbingin the case of financial
markets. Gatheringinformationis one of the essentialfunctionsof financial
markets;sharingand transferringrisk is another. Still,manyrisks remainuninsured,with the resultthat financial(risk)marketsare incomplete.
Greenwaldand Stiglitz(1986)note that when informationis endogenousor
marketsincomplete,the economyis not constrainedPareto optimal:2 there are
governmentinterventionsthat take into account the costs of informationand of
establishingmarketsthat can makeallindividualsbetter off.
Sliglitz
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These particular market failures go beyond those referred to earlier. Even
when there are markets, and even wlhenthey are competitive, private returns
diverge from social returns. The failure of the standard results concerning the
efficiencyof markets can be npproached in two ways: by looking at why the
standard arguments fail or by looking at how government interventions might
improvc mattcrs.
The standard argument is based on the assumption of market-clearing prices;
prices then measure the marginal benefit of a good to a buyer and the marginal
cost to the seller. But credit markets cannot operate like ordinary auction markets, with the funds going to the highest bidder. With imperfect information,
markets may not clear. In credit markets those who are willing to pay the most
nmaynot be those for whom the expected return to the lender is the highest; the
expected return may actually decrease as the intcrest rate increasesbecausc the
probability of default may rise. As a result, therc may be credit rationing: even
though there is an excessdemand for credit, lenders may not increasethe intcrest
rate. Rather, the interest rate will be set to maximize the lenders' expected
return. Thus credit is rationed when, at this profit-maximizing interest rate,
there exists excessdemand for credit.
Moreover, social returns may differ from private returns. Lenders focus only
on the expected return that they receive;the total return includes the (incremental) surplus (profit) accruing to the entrepreneur. The projects with the highest
expected return to the lender may not be those with the highest total expected
retum, but they are the ones that get funded. Thus part of the rationale for
directed credit is that good projects may be rationed out of the market. Several
governmentprograms reflectthis perceptionof a discrepancybetween social and
private retums, although in some casesthe view is that the market is excessively
conservativeand in other casesthat it undertakes unnecessaryrisks.
In many countries the collapse of the real estate market has had far-reaching
effects on the entire financial system. But even short of these effects, social
returns to real estate may differ from private retums. This can be seen in a
situation where banks, instead of rationing credit, lend to those willing to pay
the highest interest rate. Consider the example of speculative real estate loans
versus loans for manufacturing. Becausethe maximum returns in manufacturing
are limited, there is a limit to the amount that borrowers are willingto pay. The
returns on real estate, however, are highly variable; prices can-and frequently
do-rise by more than 40 percent a year. (In any case, what matters is investors'
perceptions about the possible returns, and these indeed may be high.) So long
as there is limited liability and lenders are willingto make highly leveragedloans
and accept real estate as collateral, it pays real estate speculators to take out
loans even at seeminglyexorbitant interest rates (more than 30 percent). They
are in a "heads I win, tails you lose' situation. If their hopes are realized, they
walk off with huge gains (particularly when viewed as a percentage of their
invested equity); if not, the lender is left holding the bag. Thus even if there were
no externalities associated with investingin manufacturing-no linkagesoutside
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the investment itself-the social returns to manufacturing might exceed those
resulting from real estate speculation. The interest rate charged does not reflect
the social returns to investment.
These arguments establish that markets may not allocate capital to the uses
with the highest return. There may be systematicdeviations between social and
private returns that direct government intervention-restricting some dasses of
loans and encouraging other classes-may partially address.

UNINFORMED INVESTORS.

This final category of problems has motivated con-

siderable governmentintervention but is not, in a formal sense, a market failure.
What happens if individuals have information but do not process it correctly?
What happens if a lender discloses the terms of the contract accurately but
consumers cannot distinguish effectivelybetween compound and simple interest, do not understand provisions concerning indexing, and so on?
Indeed, there is a more general problem: decisionsconcerning investmentsare
based on probability judgments that are outside the province of economic analysis. As welfare economists, we make no judgment about whether an investor's
calculation of the relative probabilities of different outcomes is right or wrong,
as part of the general doctrine of consumer sovereignty,but for some probability
judgments there may be objective data concerning relative frequencies. Of
course, there is always a judgment call concerning whether past experience is
applicable for inferring future likelihoods. Still, research (see Kahneman and
Tversky 1974) has drawn attention to the fact that there may be systematic
biases in most individuals'probability judgments. In that case, are policymakers
to make judgments about resource allocations on the basis of misperceived
subjective probabilities or on the basis of more relevant relative frequencies
(where these can be obtained)? Should the government intervene to ensure that
individuals' subjectivejudgments are determined with more completeknowledge
of relative frequenciesor in fact are in accord with the government's perception
of the relevant relativefrequencies?
Some of the disclosurerequirements imposed by governments seem designed
to make sure that firms do not take advantage of uninformed consumers. But
information is at the heart of capital markets; much trading is based on differences in information. When someone buys shares, she or he is probably more
optimistic than the seller. What information should traders be required to disclose? Some of the disclosure requirements imposed by government seem
addressed to these problems, w i-h,in terms of more conventional terminology,
would fall uinder the rubric of "merit goods and bads" rather than outright
market failures. There is a consensus that, by prol;biting unfair practices, government helps to create a more level playing field and promote investor confidence; if there is a widespread view that markets are rigged, trade will be thin
and markets will not function well. Still, there is controversy over whether these
practices benefit financial markets, whether the regulations attempting to
Sdiglitz
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restrict these practices may actually make matters worse, and whether instead
principlesof "caveat emptor" should apply.

The Role of the Government
A useful taxonomy groups government interventions according to categories
that relate to how these interventions are commonly discussed in the public
policy arena. There are two alternativetaxonomies, one focusingon actions, the
other on objectives.
Government actions include creating and regulating financial market institutions, interveningin these institutions through other than regulatory means, and
intervening directly in the capital market (providing direct loans). In addition,
many government policies,includingthose pertaining to taxes, bankruptcy, and
accounting, have an intentional or unintentional effect on financial markets.
Some actions can be seen as improving financial markets or using them to
accomplish other objectives;others substitute for financial markets. In pursuing
these actions, governments may be attempting to address the kinds of market
failure describedearlier. But the governmentresolves market failure imperfectly.
Some interventions motivated by, say, pressures from special interest groups
actually impede the functioningof markets and redirect the allocation of capital
in ways that cannot easily be related to any correction of a market failure. I do
not have space here to comment on all of these roles, but in the context of
developing countries, the first-creating market institutions-requires special
comment.
One of the most important tasks in developingcountrieshas been the creation
of financial institutionsto fill gaps in the kinds of credit providedby private institutions. In some cases the reason that the private market has not provided a
particular categoryof financialserviceor loan may be clear: default rates are high,
and at an interest rate high enough to cover these defaults, the market is simply
not viable. Often the failuremay be attributableto a lackof entrepreneurship,to a
lack of creativityor an unwillingnessto bear risks, or to the faa that the expected
private retums to the institution may be markedly less than the social returns.
And, becausesuccessesare quicldyimitated, it may be difficultto appropriate the
returns from novel ideas, includingnew financial institutionsand instuuments.In
other cases there may be questionsabout whether a particularinnovation is legal
and an unwillingnessto bear the costs and risks of findingout.
In some instances the government takes primary responsibility for creating
new financial institutionsor institutional arrangements;in others it takes actions
that make the establishment of certain financial institutions viable or more
likely. Let me mention three examples.
Viable equity markets require fraud laws and accounting standards to ensure
that stockholders who do not control the company receive their share of the
profits (see Greenwald and Stiglitz 1992b). The absence of these laws and
accounting standards remains an impediment in many developing countries.
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Beyond formal rules lies a gray area in which governments have attempted to
create a level playing field so that investors are less likely to be taken advantage
of by smart operators who avoid committing outright fraud. Regulations on
insider trading and on cornering the market fall within this rubric. It may be
necessaryto establish a securitiesand exchangecommissionto create confidence
in the stock market.
The "thickness" of a market is important; bid-ask spreads are typicaUlylarger
in thin markets, and thin markets are more subject to manipulation, short
squeezes, and high volatility. Governments can take actions to thicken equity
markets; an example is the decision by the Korean government restricting the
debt-equity ratio of large firms, which substantially increased the magnitude of
equity issues. (Becausethe share issueswere associated with a legal change, the
usual asymmetric information concerns that impede the effectivenessof equity
markets were less operative.)
In bond markets investors face two kinds of uncertainties, concerning the
appropriate interest rate for the maturity of the debt and the appropriate premium to reflect default risk. Much of the uncertainty associated with the first
type of risk can be resolved by a well-developed government bond market,
which provides a yield curve. Governments may create these markets, even
when they have no immediate need for the funds, simply for the information
they providce.
Another way to categorize the activitiesof government in financial markets is
by the stated social objective. Under this grouping, the six broad categories of
government interventions are providing consumer protection, ensuring bank
solvency, improving macroeconomic stability, ensuring competition, stimulating growth, and improving the allocation of resources.
Principles of Regulation
The government does have powers (arising from its ability to compel and proscribe) that the private sector lacks. At the same time, it is subject to constraints
and limitations (including equity constraints and restricted ability to enter into
commitments) that may make it less effective than private sector enterprises.
The essential problem of public regulatory policy is to ascertain which interventions can bring to bear the strength of the government so as to improve the
workings of financial markets.
Once regulations are put in place, governments must monitor banks to ensure
compliance. Regulators should be guided by certin principles in choosing what
should be reguaLtedand what standards should be set.
Indirect Control Mechanisms
Not all variables are easilyobservable. Consider the requirement that banks take
"prudent actions" and exercise faithfully their fiduciary responsibilities. Ascer'tiglitz
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taining whether a particular loan is or is not prudent is tricky. Having govemment regulators appraise every property to see whether the collateral is in fact
adequate is feasible but expensive. Reviewingevery action to see whether there
might be a conflict of interest or a violation of a fiduciary responsibilitywould
be prohibitivelycostly. Accordingly, regulators must rely on indirect controls.
These take two forms, incentivesand restrictions.
INCENTIVES. Incentive-basedregulations provide an environment in which the

incentivesof managersare alignedwith those of regulators. Adequate net worth
requirements, for instance, provide an incentiveto be prudent. If the bank goes
bankrupt, the owners have more to lose; it is as simpleas that. There is a general
theorem showing that when net worth falls below a certain critical threshold,
banks switchfrom a risk-averseto a risk-lovingstance; that is, of two investments
with equal total mean retums, banks would actuallyprefer the riskier loan.
RESTRAINTS. As noted earlier, insurance firms attempt to mitigate the moral

hazard problem by imposing restrictions-we could as well call them
regulations-on those they insure. Or they set different rates depending on
whether the insured party conforms to some regulation; for instance, houses
with sprinklers would qualify for lower rates for fire insurance. They thus try to
mitigate the moral hazard problem by restricting behavior that will result in a
higher probability of accident. Similar considerations apply to banking. Many
banks, if not forbidden to do so, would make bad loans to their officers and to
relativesof their officers. This may be a matter of fraud and deception: the bank
officers may be attempting to transfer wealth to themselvesby charging interest
rates below the actuarially fair levels. Or it may be no more than bad
judgment-the bank officers may be enthusiastic about their own projects and
consider the probability of successvery high. Because such errors are so common, because monitoring a project is so difficult, and because the opportunities
for fraud and misjudgment are so rife, it is not unreasonable for regulators to
restrict loans to insiders. But if the project is viable, the insiders should be able to
get loans from other sources.
Restrictions on loans to insiders do not completely address the problem,
however, becauseof "reciprocity." The owners of bank A may make loans to the
owners of bank B, and conversely, at rates that do not reflect the true actuarial
risk of default. These problems are exacerbated when the owner of a bank is an
industrial firm and the bank can be persuaded to give favorable treatnent to the
firm's suppliersand customers. Again, the cost of detecting such abuses is very
high. It is far simpler to stipulate that an industrial firm may not own a bank.
(The firm's shareholders would derive an advantage from ownership of the bank
only if the firm were to take advantage of its ownership position or if the
management of the firm-say, an automobile manufacturer-had some managerial comparative advantage in running a bank. The former is an argument
againsthaving industrial firms own banks; the latter seemsunpersuasive.)
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The problem we have just examined can be looked at from another perspective: banks provide their owners with a strong incentive for misjudgments that
benefit themselves,and regulators need to correct such incentiveproblems.
In addition, a financial institution with a substantial amount of equity in a
firm may have an incentiveto lend the firm funds to "tide it over" a short-run
shortage of cash. It will be inclined to interpret the problem the firm faces as
minor, as a problem of liquidity rather than insolvency. A similar situation
occurs when a financial institution sponsors an equity issue and recommends
that its customers buy it. If the firm later faces a cash shortfall, the financial
institution has an incentiveto provide funds to shore it up in order to maintain
its reputation as an issuer of equity. Its desire to maintain that reputation may
conflict with its incentives to make prudent loans. There are, of course, many
ways that a bank can aid a firm. It may provide a loan directlyor make a loan to
a major customer of the finn to enible the customer to buy more of the firms'
products. Becauseof the difficultiesof monitoring all the possible forms of aid,
it may make sense for regulators to restrain any institutions that make loans
with government deposit insurance-either implicit or explicit-from undertaking certain other financial services.
Setting Regulatory Standards
The selection of the appropriate regulatory standard will depend on how well
the variable in question can be measured. It is possible that the variable is
measured with error, and, if the regulated firms have influence over what is
measured, there may be systematic bias as well. Consider the problem of the net
worth requirement. Ensuring that the bank does not become insolvent depends
on the variability of the asset portfolio as well as on the frequency with which
net worth is monitored. If net worth is monitored continuously, then as soon as
a bank's assets decrease in value, the decline in its net worth is registered, and
any bank that falls below a certain threshold is instantly dosed down. In that
case a relatively low standard might be chosen. In practice, however, there are
lags in detection and enforcement. The greater these lags, the higher the standard needed to ensure the probability that the true value of the variable in
question will be above the desired level.3
The greater the variability in the value of the assets, the higher the probability that a problem will arise, given any particular set of lags. That is why it
makes sense to have the type of risk-based capital standards that were developed
during the 1980s. Although these standards recognize that there is less risk
associated with a govemment treasury bill than with a commercial loan, the risk
adjustments are far from perfect. Even with some risk adjustment, given the
varying lags in and quality of information and the different degrees of volatility in asset prices, net worth and capital requirements should be tailored to
the specific country. Thus while an argument can be made for a uniform minimum standard, in practice the standards of the Bank for International Settlestiglitz
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ment (Bis) have become the standard. I would argue, however, that in some
countries and during some periods standards should be higher-perhaps substantially higher.
The regulations must also be based on the recognition that there are important asymmetriesof information between the bank and the regulators, since the
"books" of the bank are largelyunder the bank's control, so that the information
presented to regulators may quite possibly be distorted. Thus banks are in a
position to sell undervalued assets (and thereby record a capital gain over book
value) but hold on to overvaluedassets and carry them on their books at book
value. When banks systematicallyengage in this practice, book value will systematicallyoverestimate true value.
Resource and Incentive Problems
Limitations on resources and incentivesoften hamper the effectivenessof regulation. Governments should do more than just complain about these limitations;
they need to recognize these limitations in the design of regulations and regulatory structures and try to take advantage of information and incentiveswithin
the marketplace.
The problem concerning resources is straightforward. The administrative
resources available to the government are decisive for the effectivenessof its
performance. The limitations on salaries of government employees, as well as
other budgetary restraints, put government monitors at a marked disadvantage.
Is it likelythat a $15,000-a-year (or evena $45,000-a-year) civil servant will be
able to detect the machinations of $100,000-a-year accountants? The more
complex the regulatory structure, the more likely that the differences in
resources will come into play.
The problem of incentivesis more complexand involvesthe designand enforcement of regulations.As noted earlier, private insurance firms have an incentiveprovided by the profit motive-to look for regulationsthat are cost-effective;that
is, regulationswhich reducethe occurrenceof the insured-againstevent by enough
to warrant the inconvenienceimposed on the insured and are relativelyinexpensiveto enforce. The public sectoroften has no such direct incentive.Occasionally,
competition among communities and governments provides such incentives.
Many businessesare footloose and choose to locate where there is a favorable
regulatoryclimate. This doesnot necessarilymean an environmentthat minimizes
regulation; Singapore has establisheditself as a regional financial center, in part
because of the effectivenessof its regulatory system. More generally,our task as
public policy analystsis to look for cost-effectiveregulations.
Another concern is that incentivesfor enforcingthe regulations may be insufficient. Bureaucrats and politicians often have an incentive to postpone the
strong enforcement of banking regulationsin the hope that problems with banks
will disappear-or at least will not surface during their watch on the bridge. The
costs of postponement, which have proved to be significant, are borne by others.
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It may be hard to design effectiveincentive structures where consequences of
actions today are realized only years into the future. At the very least, appropriate accounting systems that reflect the costs of assuming certain risks attract
attention to what the government is doing and in this way help provide appropriate incentives. Thus the incentive to provide loans at less than actuarially
fair interest rates is mitigated to some extent by the requirement that the actuarial value of the loss be included in the budget in the year in which the loan is
made.
Sincemacroeconomicinstability is one of the major causes of default, making
sure that the government bears some of the consequences may be an effective
incentive for stabilizing the economy. By the same token, making sure that the
government bears some of the consequences for failed financial institutions
provides it with greater incentivesto monitor those institutions effectively.
Regulators do not always engage in regulatory forbearance. A significant
problem in the United States in the aftermath of the savings and loan debacle is
that regulators have been overzealous. Having been criticized for allowing too
many banks to fail and for waiting too long, they have taken the opposite tack,
and there have been widespread allegations that they have shut down banks
prematurely. The full consequencesfor taxpayers or investors are not taken into
account.
DscRETioN VERSUSRULES. One solution to the problem of regulatory forbear-

ance (or of overzealousregulators) would be to reduce the government's discretionary judgment and establish strict guidelines under which intervention will
occur. There is always a tension between rules and discretion. It is impossibleto
design rules that fit every situation. Less discretion therefore ensures a gre6;'er
chance (at least compared with perfectly exercised discretion) of inappropriate
action-say, dosing a bank that should not be shut down or allowing a "bad"
bank to stay open. Under any simple set of rules, these same two mistakes will
occur. Tighteningthe standards will increasethe probability of one type of error
while reducing the other. Which point in the continuum is chosen depends on the
costs of the two types of errors and the relativelikelihoodthat each will arise.
Some regulatory structures are much simpler than others and leave relatively
little scope for discretion. These include net worth and capital requirements,
with simpleadjustments for risk, and ownership restrictions. By contrast, ensuring that no transaction violates some fiduciary standard is costly and inevitably
entails considerablediscretion.
MULTIPLE MONITORINGAGENaES. Another standard objection to regulatory

structures that provide considerable discretion is that they can breed corruption.
In this connection it is useful to have more than one agency engage in monitoring. Corruption aside, all monitoring is fallible. Considering the large costs
associated with allowing insolvent institutions to operate, one way of reducing
the likelihood of that occurring is to have more than one independent monitor.
Suiglitz
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A more general problem is, who monitors the monitors? In principle, the
monitors have supervisors. But often the supervisors are not well informed. If
there is more than one monitoring agency, a system of peer monitoring can be
employed; each monitoring agency in effect monitors not only the financial
institutions but also each other (see Stiglitz 1990 and Arnott and Stiglitz 1991).
Government's limited ability to monitor the regulators suggeststhat duplicative
regulatory oversight may have strong advantageswhich are well worth the extra
costs. Reformers who ignore the central importance of information and control
may look at organizational charts and suggest streamlining them to end the
allegedlywasteful duplication. Such reform efforts may, from this perspective,
be fundamentallymisguided.
USINGTHE PRIVATESECTORTO EXTENDTHE REACHOF REGULATION.
Govern-

ment can take advantage of resources and incentives in the private sector to
stretch its regulatory reach and make its monitoring more effective.The earlier
suggestionthat the government should focus on regulating such variables as net
worth or capital, which it can observe at relatively low cost, falls into this
category. Government is, in effect, using the force of private incentives; its only
role is to see that those private incentivesare operative by ensuring that the firm
has enough of its own wealth at stake.
Governments need to remember too that the private market may serve as a
regulatory mechanism. A party who has been hurt by fraudulent behavior can
sue. Governments can enhance these incentives, as was done in the case of
antitrust, with treble damages. The government can also employ information
provided by markets to guide its regulatory behavior. Share prices and the prices
of (uninsured) bonds of financial institutions convey information about the
marketes confidence in those financial institutions. A fall in those prices may
provide important information for govemment regulators. And when the government sells off some deposit insurance risk through a reinsurance market, the
prices on that market can provide it with valuable information concerning the
risk of default.

Setting PrudentialStandards
The three major principles of sound prudential regulation are to maintain high
net worth and capital requirements, to restrict interest rates on insured deposits,
and to restrict ownership and transactions where "fiduciary" standards are more
likely to be violated. I have already said something about the first and third.
After brieflyelaborating on net worth requirements, I shall focus my remarks on
the second.
NET WORTH REQUIREMENTS.
How important it is to measure net worth accu-

rately depends on the standards that are chosen. When net worth standards are
low, small errors may have broad consequences: a bank that is viewed as viable
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may actually have a negative net worth. If the net worth requirement is 20
percent of deposits and banks are closed when their net worth falls below that
level, it is less likely that the true net worth is negative, and less likely that the
government will be left holding the bag. The controversy over whether bank
assets should be marked to market needs to be viewed from this perspective. The
consensus among economists is that this would be beneficial;otherwise, a bank
may have a negative net worth even though its book value is positive. But the
bank's behavior is driven by its true net worth, not its book value. Banks claim
that marking to market results in a biased estimate because some assets are
difficult to mark to market and these assets may be undervalued. But, as noted
above, if there is a bias, it goes the other way: banks are always in a position to
realize any capital gains. In the absence of marking to market, banks may sell
assets whose market value has increased and hold assets whose market value has
declined, so that the book value of the assets systematically exceeds their true
net worth. With sufficiently high net worth requirements, the whole issue of
whether we mark to market becomes less important. By the same token, failure
to adjust deposit insurance premiums to reflect risk will be less important
because the premium need only reflect the probability that the net worth of the
bank becomes negative, and this probability (with appropriately high net worth
standards) will be quite low.
INTEREST RATE RESTEICTIONS.There is a

wide body of opinion that opposes

restrictions on interest rates. But when the government is providing insurance, it
has the responsibility of any insurer to reduce the likelihood that the insuredagainst event will occur. Limitations on interest rates should be viewed in this
context. Allowing banks to pay high interest rates when explicit or implicit
deposit insurance exists results in perverse incentives: banks compete for funds,
and those offering the highest interest rates (effectivelyguaranteed by the government) attract funds. But to pay those high interest rates, they have to take
high risks-augmenting the already-present incentive to take excessiverisks. A
process I have described elsewhere as the Gresham's law of financial markets
takes place; risk-lovingbanks driveout more prudent ones.
It makes no sense for the governmentto allow the private sector to take advantage of its implicit subsidy. If we believethat government insurance is as credible
as a government guarantee that it will pay back a treasury bill, then there is no
justification for paying higher interest rates than on treasury bills. Since banks
may be providing additional services,rates could be lower. To repeat: the regulation on insured deposit rates is intended not to restrict competition but to restrict
the ability of banks to take advantageof any implicitsubsidy.

Financial Repression
For the past quarter century governments of developing countries have been
warned to avoid financial repression. Financial repression provides one of the
sdglitz
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classicexamples of welfare-decreasinggovernment interventions in the market.
The standard argument against it is that low interest rates reduce savings and
thus inhibit economic growth. It is argued that because financial institutions are
essential to the efficient allocation of capital, free competitive markets are
needed to ensure that resources go to those who value them the most. The
borrowers who are willing to pay the highest interest rates on loans are those
whose projects will yield the highest return. If governmentsrestrict interest rates
and replace efficientmarket allocation mechanismswith capricious public selection processes, the result is less capital, and what capital there is will be less
efficientlyallocated.
These theoretical arguments have been buttressed with convincing empirical
and anecdotal evidence.Countries that abandoned financial repressiondid well,
and cross-sectional and time-seriesstudies confirmed that there was a positive
relationship between growth and real interest rates. More recently, however,
this relationship has been reexamined. Studies of savings seem to indicate little
relationship between national savings and interest rates. This should not be
surprising, sincetheory suggeststhat, at least at the household level, income and
substitution effects go in opposite directions. Most econometric studies show
low interest elasticities.It is worth noting that Japan's postal savingsbanks paid
relatively low interest rites and yet were able to raise huge amounts of money,
suggestingthat other factors (such as convenienceand safety) may far outweigh
interest rates in determiningthe levelof savings.
Recent theoreticalwork has emphasizedthe importance of the corporate veil:
the fact of imperfect information implies that funds do not move costlesslybetween the householdand corporate sectors. Loweringinterest rates can be viewed
as a transfer from the household sectorto the corporate sector. Of course, if there
were no corporate veil, such a transferwould have no consequences,but if there is
a corporate veil, it may make a large difference.If the marginalpropensityto save
is higher for corporations than for households(and there are a variety of reasons
why we might expect this to be so in a world of credit and equity rationing), this
transfer of wealth results in an increasein aggregatesavings.
The argument that financial repressionleads to inefficientallocation is equally
suspect. It is based on the failure to recognize the distinction between credit
markets and other markets. The analogy between the allocation of credit and
the allocation of other goods is fundamentally inappropriate. Closer examination suggests that financial repression can actually improve the efficiency%with
which capital is allocated, or more broadly, the total expected returns per dollar
of capital. There are severalreasons for this.
First, as Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) emphasize, higher interest rates adversely
affect incentivesand the mix of applicants, even when these effects are not so
strong as to outweigh the direct benefit of higher interest rates. Even if the
government selected projects at random, lowering the interest rate could
increase the expected quality of borrowers, and this effect would be even greater
if it were assumedthat the governmenthad some positive selectioncapabilities.
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Second, financial repression increases firm equity because it lowers the cost of
capital. Equity capital has several advantages over loan capital, leading to
investments with higher expected returns. The firm reduces the prospect of
bankruptcy that occurs when it cannot meet its debt obligations. (This prospect
of bankruptcy acts as a major deterrent to undertaking high-yield, high-risk
investments.) And firms are more likely to select good projects when they have
more of their own capital at stake.
Indeed, financial repression can be used as the basis of an incentiveschemeto
encourage higher savings ar.d more efficient allocation of capital. Financial
repression creates a scarcity. Some will get the capital they want at the interest
rate being offered, while others will not. The government can set up a contest so
that those who perform well (as measured by, say, exports) get more access to
capital. Such contests can have strong positive effects.
The arguments against financial repression are based on a number of errors in
previous empirical studies.
•Failure to distinguish between small and large repressions. There is little
doubt that high negative rates of return can have significant deleterious
effects on the economy. These large repressions seem to have driven earlier
econometric studies. When countries with negative real interest rates are
excluded from the sample, higher real interest rates seem to be associated
with lower rates of growth.
• Failureto identify the problem. High negativerates of return are symptomatic of a wider range of government failures. If 'good government" brings
about a more efficient allocation of resources and avoids severe financial
repression, there will be a negativecorrelation between financial repression
and growth, but it would be incorrect to infer from this that the low level of
economic growth is caused by financial repression.
Without ways of measuring "good government," it is difficult to identify
the correct causal structure. One hint at an answer is the rate of inflation.
High rates of inflation can be thought of as a reflection of "bad government," or at least bad macroeconomicpolicies. The question is, correcting
for the rate of inflation (the overall quality of government), does financial
repression have a negative effect on growth? Our preliminary studies suggest that it does not (Murdock and Stiglitz 1993).
* Failureto take account of demand-curveshifts. High real interest rates can
be a result of good investment opportunities (high demand for capital)
rather than of a lack of financial repression. Unless the economy is completely open, domestic interest rates do not provide a good measure of the
extent of financial repression. A better measure is the difference between
the curb market and ordinary rates of interest. Regressions for the Republic of Korea that include this variable show no evidence of a significant
effect of repression on growth (or on incremental capital-output ratios).
The estimated coefficients suggest that financial repression has a slightly
Stiglitz
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positivc effect, perhaps for the reasons cited above (Murdock and Stiglitz
1993).

Directed Credit
Programs of directed credit attempt to intervene in the way that banks allocate
credit. The theoretical rationale for such interventions in the market has been
outlined earlier: without government intervention, the bank will not allocate
funds to those projects for which the social returns are the highest. This is true
even in the absence of technological spillovers. Thus DeLong and Summers
(1990) argue that there is a strong positive correlation between investment in
machinery and economic growth-a relation that can perhaps result from
learning-by-doingand technologicalspillovers.But these are benefits that conventional banking might simply ignore.
By the same token, the widespread problems many banks faced when real
estate markets collapsed providestrong evidencethat financial institutions failed
to take social returns into account in making real estate loans. Directedcreditthis time, restrictionson certain categoriesof loans-may be desirable.

Rationalefor Directed Credit
Most of the successfuleconomies of East Asia have relied on directed credit
programs. There are perhaps four arguments for undertaking such programs, as
opposed to, say, providing subsidies for sectors the government wishes to
encourage or taxing those it would like to discourage. These rationales are
discussedbelow.
in contrast to subsidies,does
not require the use of governmentto raise revenues. Becausedeveloping countries have traditionally faced budgetary constraints, they have seen directed
credit as a marked advantage. There may be less to this than meets the eye:
governments have been persuaded that they should operate like ordinary businesses, with cash coming in equal to cash going out. Governments are in the
business of making sure that the total expenditures of societ match total output. Fiscal restraint, attained by making sure that cash coming in meets cash
going out (ignoring for the moment complications arising from international
resource flows), is one way of making that more likely to happen, but it is
neither necessary nor sufficient. The magnitude of the monetary-credit stimulus
must also be taken into account.
If loan markets were nothing but auction markets, the interest rate would
equate the demand for new funds (loans)with the supply. But credit markets are
not auction markets. Rather, banking regulationsgive banks the right, in effect,
to issue money-that is, daims on goods. The bank issues these daims on the
Directed credit,
UNDERDEVELOPED TAXSYSTEMS.
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basis of its judgments concerningwho is creditworthy. Individual banks do not
ask whether the sum total of these claims is consistent with macroeconomic
equilibrium. And because the interest rate is being used for purposes other than
market clearing-it affccts both the mix of borrowers and the actions they
take-the price system may not ensure macroeconomic equilibrium either.
Ensuring such equilibrium becomesthe task of the central bank (see Stiglitz and
Weiss 1990).
If, through one mechanism or another, governments manage to suppress
consumption, resources are made available for investment. For instance, credit
can be supplied at low interest rates, or investments can be subsidized. The
difficult part is not raising taxes but suppressing consumption.
This brings me to the second
reason that some governments, at least in East Asia, undertook extensive government lending programs: they were able to reduce consumption, in part by
providing safe and convenient vehicles for savings (for example, Japan's postal
savingssystem). The government thus had a cash flow to be allocated. Again, to
a large extent, governments were misled by the analogy with the business
sector-although here the error was perhaps smaller than that discussed above.
Thinking as a business would, the government assumed that it had to invest
these funds well. Since it had, in effect, borrowed the funds from consumers, it
had to be sure to earn a return on the funds to repay the amount promised. In
fact, though, government is different from business. The government could use
the funds and subsequently "capture" the amount required to repay depositors
through taxation (an option not open to private firms). The funds flowing into
the postal savings banks provided an indicator of the resources available for
investment, but the government could have stimulated that amount of investment in other ways; it did not have to get the returns directly through loan
repayments.
PUBLIC FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN EAST ASIA.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DIRECTED CREDIT. In any country the relationship be-

tween the magnitude of the subsidy provided and the level of investment that
firms undertake is uncertain. The price system appears to be a highly unreliable
control mechanismwhen economies are in a recession. And it is equally likely to
be unreliable in developingcountries, where conditions are constantly changing.
Thus, controlling the quantity of credit is a surer way of providing for macroeconomic stability than controlling the price (interest rate) and is even more
effective than controlling the price through subsidies. (In the latter case two
sources of uncertainty are introduced: the relationship between the magnitude of
the subsidy and the price that borrowers will have to pay, and the relationship
between the price that borrowers have to pay and the amount of credit that will
be issued; see Weitzman 1970.)
SCOPE.Given that banks must carefully scrutinize loan applications in any case, it may not be that difficult to screen for a broader set of
ECONOMIES OF
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objectives. Will the project yield highisocial returns, and are there positive
linkages with other sectors? Sectors of the economy that satisfy these criteria
(provided that the differcnce between the private and social returns is large
enough to merit intervention) may be targeted with directed credit. Once thesc
sectors have been identified, therc should be little incremental cost associated
with a bank's including thcsc criterin in its selection mechanism.

The Targets of Directed Credit
Although much of the popular criticism of directed credit programs focuses on
the difficulty of picking winners, most of the successful economics of East Asia
chosc broadly based objectives, traditionally focusing on cxport promotion and,
more recently, on tcchnology. (Besidesdirecting credit toward these areas, credit
was directed away from other arcas, such as real estate and consumer durables.)
The reasons for the emphasis on technology are easy to see;
there are standard "public goods" arguments that the nature of knowledge
results in marked discrepancies between social and private returns (see Stiglitz
1987b). Firms may be unable to capture the social returns generated by their
innovations because of competitive imitation. As a result, the economy is likely
to underinvest in the development of new technologies. Directing credit toward
technology-intensive industries can be an effective tool for promoting
innovation.
TECHNOLOGY.

EXPORT-ORIENTED CREDIT. Why these countries focused on export orientation-and why such a focus should have been so successful in promoting economic growth-may seem more problematic; after all, standard economic theory
says that countries should promote their comparative advantage. In some cases,
this should entail producing import substitutes, in some cases, exports, and in
some cases, nontradables. In the process of growth, to be sure, comparative
advantages would change; in any case, comparative advantage should not be
defined only in relation to current resources and competencies. One has to focus
on dynamic comparative advantage. As an economy grows, the mix of products it
produces may well change, but there seems no a priori reason (at this level of
generality) why this mix should consist primarily of goods that are exported
rather than substitutes for goods that are currently imported. Why the seeming
bias toward exports? And why has this bias been so successful?
There are several possibilities. The standard analysis focuses on a shortage of
foreign exchange. By increasing exports, the shortage is relieved. For instance,
in the post-World War II era the government of Japan overvalued the yen and so
faced a shortage of foreign exchange. (If the foreign exchange rate had been set
at an equilibrium level, the scarcity of foreign exchange would have been no
different from the scarcity of any other resource.)
But there is a more fundamental reason: exports provided a rational criterion
for allocating credit. Government has only limited information concerning
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which firms are performing well. This problem is particularly severe in the
context of development because relatively few firms may be engaged in similar
activities, and officials have only limited bases for comparison. A related problem is that in the early stages of development short-run profits provide an
imperfect indicator of long-run performance. The profits that accrue as a result
of imperfect competition in the domestic market accrue at least partially at the
expense of consumers. By contrast, if a firm succeedsin the export market, it is
more likely that it is able to provide a product at a lower price than its foreign
rivals or a product that appeals to the world market. It is more likely that export
markets are competitive. And even if they are not, it is of no concern to the
country; the profits of the firm then come at the expense of foreign consumers,
about which governments of developingcountries are much less concerned.
Accordingly, from a social perspective, success in exporting may be a better
indicator of whether a firm merits additional funds than success in domestic
markets. Banks, however, typicallyprefer domestic to foreign lending, and for a
simple reason: to the bank, whether a firr's returns are social or private is
irrelevant; the bank just wants to be sure that there will be returns, and more
risk is associated with lending for export projects. Consequently, banks will
underutilize the informnationalcontent of successfulexports.
Thus export-oriented policies u-re desirable because they provided a good
measure of performance-a better measure than profits-and there were, in
addition, technological spillovers. Government intervention was required
because of the difference between private and social (risk-adjusted) returns to
lending for exports.
Competition

Policy

Competition policy poses a difficultquandary. Ideologuesof the right, as well as
certain special interest groups within the financial community, have an easy presciption: becausemarkets are naturally competitive,all the government has to do
is to remove the barriersthat it has placed in the way of the competitiveprocess.
To be sure, financial sector regulations in effect reduce competition (although
the reduction is often an unintended side effect of regulations imposed to ensure
financial solvency or prevent abuse by financial intermediaries). Competition
policy represents a balance between conflicting concerns. Alternative views of
competition policy are based on differences not only in the weights associated
with these concerns but also in judgments about how well the banking sector
functions in the absence of government intervention.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Competition
There is a consensusthat competition is important in promoting efficiency.Not
only doea competition lead to lower costs, but it also provides incentives for
Sfglitz
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firms to discovcr unserved niches in the market. The returns that can be
obtained reflect the values that consumers place on these services.
These arguments are standard for any industry. In credit markets an additional
argument is that competition affects credit availability-not so much the total
amount of credit (which may be more related to macroeconomic considerations)
as the pattern of allocation. The larger the number of banks, the greater the
likelihood that there may be more than one bank willing to lend. This is important. When there is only one bank, the borrower may not be able to obtain funds,
and this poses an impediment to the entry of firms into a market. For this reason,
lack of competition in the banking sector has a deleteriouseffect on the producing
sector that goes beyond the higher interest rates its monopoly position confers.
But competition is a two-edged sword. Lack of competition leads to higher
interest rates (one of the standard concerns with limited competition), but it also
leads to higher profits. And higher profits increase the strength of financial
institutions and reduce the risk of insolvency.
The United States may have had the most competitive banking sector in industrial countries. It is not surprising that it has, as a result, been a source of
innovation. The incidenceof bank insolvencies,however, has been higher than in
many other countries. This may be partly a consequence of improper regulation,
but it is also a reflection of the high levels of competition that have reduced the
spread between deposit and lending interest rates and cut into profit margins.
In most sectors of the economy insolvenciesresulting from excessivecompetition are not viewed as a problem. If too many firms enter an industry, prices
drop, profits decline, and the weakest firmisleave. Some of the capital is transferred to other sectors. Other, sunk, capital is "lost," but the loss is borne by the
investors.
In the banking sector, however, there are further ramifications. As profits
decline, the net worth of all banks is eroded, with adverse effects on depositors
and borrowers. If net worth is reduced only slightly, banks will lend less, and
borrowers will suffer. With laiger reductions in net worth, some banks take on
more risk, and the savings and loan syndrome sets in. Depositors (or the agency
that insures deposits) bear the cost. In either case, the ran:ifications of excessive
entry are borne not by the investors but by others.
If banks could instantly raise new equity capital to offset the erosion of equity
resulting from excessiveentry, the damage done to the surviving banks would be
easily undone, and the market would not suffer. (To be sure, the original investors in the surviving banks, as well as in the banks that had to leave the market,
would suffer.) But, in fact, banks cannot raise new capital so easily. A depletion
of equity cannot be easily undone. And even if aggregate equity were to remain
unchanged-with the reduced equicyof incumbenitfinancial institutions being
offset by the new equity of entrants-particular borrowers, cttachedto the
disadvantaged financial institutions, would suffer.
Moreover, profits in financial institutions may arise not only from providing
needed services more efficiently but also from exploiting market imperfections
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more effectively.Financial institutions seemperfectly willingto offer essentially
identical accounts that pay markedly different interest rates, hoping (realistically) that at least some uninformed customers will accept a lower-thancompetitive interest rate.
Limitations on Competition
Many or the curbs on competition are by-products of other objectives. The gains
from the purported achievement of these other objectives have to be weighed
against the possible costs (and benefits) of restricted competition. Three examples will illustrate the point.
FIDUCIARYRESPONSIBILITY. It is clear that financial institutions are entrusted

with the care of other people's money and should not use the funds for the
benefit of, say, the officers of the institution. If information were costless,
investors could withdraw their funds from any institution that engaged in such
practices. But information is imperfect, and there is evidence that even when
informed of an impending collapse, many depositors-including those who are
only partially insured-do not withdraw their funds. Markets provide, at best,
limited discipline.
The next line of defenseis regulation. Regulations prohibit untoward behavior, but regulators can only imperfectly monitor the actions of banks. As a
result, they must rely on indirect control mechanisms. They can make sure that
there are no conflicts of interest that would tempt banks. This perspective
explains many of the observed restrictions on banks and owners. The temptation, even in good faith, to make favorable judgments concerninginsiders' creditworthiness is overwhelming.
Most countries impose restrictions on who can own a bank. These are partly
concemed with the character of the owner-the owner should not be a person
who has a record of abusing trust. But they are also concerned with incentives;
there are advantages to restricting ownership to those who have less incentiveto
abuse the fiduciary relationship.
One of the principal justifications of the Glass-Steagall Act in the United
States, which establishes a division between investment banks and commercial
banks, is that it lessensthe likelihood of abuse of the fiduciary relationship. An
investment bank which ..as recommended to its customers that they buy the
shares or bonds of a particular company may be tempted to shore up that
company with loans (which other banks either would not make or wouldloffer
only at a far higher risk premium) if, a short while down the road, it runs into
financial difficulties.
It is easier to impose restrictions on the categories of activities in which
different financial institutions can engage than to monitor individual actions
undertaken by each institution. As always, there are tradeoffs. The reduced
likelihood of malfeasance incurs a cost, often of reduced competition. How
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significant the cost is depends on the particular regulation. For instance, it is
argued that the barriers between investmentand commercialbanks restrict competition and interfere with economic efficiency. Here, the principal question
concerns the magnitude of the economies of scope. If they are significant, then
forcing these different economic activities into different organizations interferes
with the ability to take advantage of economies of scope. There are probably
some economies of scope. The question is, how significantare they? Indeed, the
economies of scope that are observed may be closely linked with the possible
abuses that arise when the barriers are eliminated.
REGIONALRESTRICTIONS.The United States has imposed strong restrictions on

interstate banking. Perhaps the political force was provided by the concern that
small loca' banks would be driven out by large national banks-a typical example in which a class of firms that cannot survive in the competition of the
marketplace turns to government for protection.
Yet there may be a grain of truth in some of the arguments (besides rent
protection) in favor of restrictions. One argument is that they may make actual
competition more effective-with these restrictions, many local banks might
stay in business;without them, only one large bank might survive.
Another concern is that, without restrictions, there will be a diversion of
funds toward the larger centers. Local information is important in lending activity but not in deposit activity. Large banks may tend to garner funds from a wide
range of sources but to concentrate the allocation of funds in the areas about
which they have more information and where they can monitor borrower activity at lower cost-usually, large metropolitan centers. From both an economic
and social perspective, such concentration of lending activity-and thus of economic activitymore generally-may not be desirable (see Greenwald, Levinson,
and Stiglitz 1993).

Again, there are tradeoffs: geographic restrictions on banking have, as we
have noted, ambiguous effects on competition, but they do limit the extent of
portfolio diversificationof banks, thus amplifyingthe effectsof local shocks on
len.ing activityand increasing the solvencyrisk of banks.
At least some of the obiectivesmay be accomplishedas (or more) effectivelyat
less cost in other ways. For instance, the concern about diversion of funds
toward the money centers may be addressed by tying lending activity to the
locations of deposits (although such constraints raise the possibility that funds
will not be allocated in a way that maximizes-at least, private-returns.)
COMPETITIONFROMFOREIGNBANKS. Competition from foreign banks is a third

realm in which government policies designed at least in part for purposes other
than reducing competition may nonethelesshave had that effect. These policies
have been the subject of extensive controversy. Industrial countries have put
considerable pressure on developingeconomiesto open up their financial markets to foreign competition. Those who repeat the mantra that markets work
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well in the absence of government intervention see no reason why the government should impede competition in the market in this way. I contend that there
aie at least three good arguments for these restrictions. The first is a variant of
the infant industry argument (see Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1988). Because there is
considerable "learning by doing" in the financial sector, protection may be even
more important in this industry than in others. Depositors may feel greater
confidence in the security provided by a large international bank, thus putting a
small, new domestic bank at a marked disadvantagc.
Free trade arguments suggest that one remedy is for the domestic bank to
lower interest rates and increase its loans to strengthen its learning. This requires
attracting additional funds from depositors. But depositors may be relatively
price-insensitive; the additional safety of the larger international bank implies
that the domestic bank would have to pay substantially higher interest rates to
attract funds. In some cases government guarantees may offset this advantage.
Certainly Japan was able to gather deposits through its postal savings system
while paying relatively low interest rates, presumably because depositors had a
great deal of confidence in these accounts. But in other countries investors may
actually have more confidence in a foreign bank. At the deposit interest rates
domestic banks would have to pay to be competitive, they would lose substantial amounts of money, and imperfections in capital markets mean that without
govemment subsidies, the institutions may not be able to finance this deficit.
Because the governments of developing countries do not have the funds for
subsidies (or, more formally, the shadow price on government funds is
extremely high), protection is more desirable.
A second reason that protection may be more important in this industry than
in others is the discrepancies between social and private returns to lending.
Those discrepanciesmay be different, and larger, for lending by foreign banks.
Foreign banks may be at arninformational disadvantage in relation to domestic
banks, and this may bring about a different pattern of investment. Foreign
banks may, for instance, be relativelybetter informed concerning multinational
firms and may direct funds to the local subsidiaries of these firms, thereby
reducing the flow of funds to local entrepreneurs.
A third reason is that international banks may be less sensitive than local
banks to 'window guidance" and other indirect pressures. In several countries,
local bank officials have complained that they did not mind foreign banks'
entering their market if they entered on a level playing field and, in particular, if
they entered subject to the same rules, explicit and implicit, that face domestic
banks. But, in fact, foreign banks are less vulnerable than domestic banks. The
maximum punishment that the government can normally mete out is to dose the
bank. For a large international bank, that may be a relativelysmall punishment;
for a domestic bank, it is the economic equivalent of death. Thus national banks
will inevitably be more sensitive to the wishes of the government. Moreover,
there is likely to be a stronger sense of social cohesion between domestic banks
and the government.
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Here, too, there are tradeoffs: the presence of foreign banks may decrease the
governmcnt's control of the economy. Different countries, in different situations, will inevitablybalance theseconsiderationsdifferently.
Imperfect Competition in the Banking Sector
This paper suggeststhat the banking sector is not well describedby the model of
perfect competition with well-informed buyers. Those countries that have not
actively promoted competition have relatively few banks. The reasons for this
are not entirely well understood. There appear to be some economies of scale
and of scope, but not enough to justify the extremely small number of firms in
many economies. In the United States there is evidencethat many small banks
can be highly profitable, exploitingtheir greater knowledgeof local markets and
avoiding the diseconomies of scale arising from managerial problems. (Large
banks, may, however, realize economies of scale arising from advertising and
name recognition, quite distinct from the economies arising from the more
central functions of financial institutions.)
This view contrasts markedly with the view popularized in the last decade
under the rubric of the contestabilitydoctrine, which holds that what is relevant
is not the actual level of competition but the presence of potential competition.
Even if there is only one firm in the market, it cannot exercise market power, lest
entrants come into the market. It is daimed that entry barriers are small for
banks and that, accordingly, the contestability doctrine applies. Neither evidence nor theory has been kind to the contestability doctrine, as popular as it
has been with naive advocates of market liberalization. Theory has shown that
even small sunk costs can result in very large barriers to entry, negating the
implications of the contestability doctrine (Stiglitz 1987c). Although many sectors of the economy (induding the banking sector) are too complex to provide a
dlean test of the contestability doctrine, the U.S. airline industry has provided
convincing evidenceagainst it. Thus if governmentswish to have a compettive
banking sector, they may have to take deliberate actions to promote competition, sometimescompromisingother objectivesof banking policies.
Condusion
There is a role for the state in financial markets; it is a role motivated by
pervasivemarket failures. In most of the rapidly growing economiesof East Asia
government has taken an activerole in creating financial institutions, in regulating them, and in directing credit, both in ways that enhance the stability of the
economy and the solvencyof the financial institutions and in ways that enhance
growth prospects. Although limitations on markets are greater in developing
countries, so too, many would argue, are limitationson government. It is important to design governmentpoliciesthat are attentive to those limitations.
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The extent to which the successof the rapidly growing economies of East Asia
is attributable to extensive government intervention in financial markets, the
relative importance of particular interventions, and whether other countries can
successfully imitate these interventions remain questions for research and
debate. What is clear is that a simple ideologicalcommitment to liberalization of
financial markets cannot be derived either from economic theory or from an
examination of a broad base of experience and cannot provide the basis for an
intelligent discussion of an absolutely central set of policy issues that face developing countries today.
Notes
1. An important caveat is that changes in governmcnt mean that those who bear the costs of misguided
government policiesare often not those who perpetrated the mistakes.
2. The term "constrained" is added simply as a reminder that the costs of information or of establishing
markets have been taken into account.
3. To put the matter formally, assume that the governmentwishesto make sure (with probability 0.95)
that a variablex is greater than somethreshold lcvd x*. It does not obsemex direcdy; rather, it observesy. a
noisy measurementof x (y = x + e). It thensets a standardfor y. y such that if y > y*, the probabilitythat
x exceedsx is 0.9S. The greater the noise(the geater the varianceof e), the higher will y be.
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COMMENT ON 'THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN FINANCIAL
MARKETS," BYSTIGLITZ

Jaime Jaramillo- Vallejo

J

find it amusingthat we beginby assumingthat we have a can opener while
being stranded on a lonely island with nothing more to eat than canned
food. In his paper Stiglitzis askingus to assumethat governmentsall over
the world-especially in developingcountries-are wise, fair, and efficient
enough to carry out the kind of "perfect" intrusive interventionsuggestedby
him. It is as if the world of the secondbest had just been discoveredand we had
not learned from the experiencewith the different forms of governmentinterventionthat we haveseen in this century.
On a more fundamentallevel,I agree that there is a need for interventionin
financialmarkets through prudentialregulationand adequatesupervision.But I
find it difficult to agree with the kind of intrusive interventionsuggested by
Stiglitz,or with his reasoningfor it, or with the allocationof scarcegovernmental resourcesthat such interventionwould entail. Moreover,while I appreciate
Stiglitz'scontributionsregardinginformationtheory and market imperfections,
I do not see a dear connectionbetweenmost of the specificinterventionssuggestedin the paper and the imperfectionswhich he highlights-that is, there is a
non sequitur in this regard within the paper. Furthernore, these policy suggestions do not differin any way from what used to be the gospel of agenciessuch
as the United Nations EconomicCommissionfor Latin America under Raul
Prebischin the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s,and early 1980s-a gospelthat was painstakinglyimplementedwithoutsuccessin Latin Americaduring severaldecades.
Regardlessof whether or not there are market failures, the states role in
financial markets is necessarybecause of the "fiat" nature of monetary and
financialinstruments.Today's financialeconomyis nothingmore than a "great
big fantasy," where promises made by people, firms, or even computers are
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taken so seriouslythat they are regarded as wealth. This fantasy eases economic
transactions and enhances efficiencyonly to the extent that the instruments used
in it are trusted by economic agents, and the entire system ceases to function
when faith in these instruments collapses. Monetary and financial instruments
are assets simply becausethey are somebodyelse'sdebt, and, giventhat there are
incentives to elude keeping up with financial promises, intervention is required
to ensure that the financial and monetary fantasy lives on and continues to grow
(see McKinnon 1973; Shaw 1973; World Bank 1989). This paradigm suggests a
kind of state intervention that is more directed toward levelingthe playing field
and nursing and shepherding the developmentof the fantasy, which is in marked
contrast with most of the intrusive interventions suggestedby Stiglitz.
From another viewpoint, the real world is far from the black-and-whitepicture
of "perfect" competition, "perfect" government intervention, and market "failures." And in a world of gray tones with monopolistic competition, ordinary
governments,budgetary and human constraints, and some market imperfections,
we are better off relying on competition and private microeconomicdecisions
within certain prudential guidelines,steeringclear of financialrepression.
just as "perfect" competition does not exist and market "failures" are always
present, experience suggeststhat relyingheavily on the wisdom and goodness of
government in microeconomic decisions is a major mistake-witness Africa,
Eastern Europe, Latin America, and South Asia. The failure of governments to
exercise discretion is perhaps more prevalent and damaging in developingcountries than the so-calledmarket failures and imperfections themselves.As a matter of fact, government failure has been present in all of the financial crises of
recent decades, either because regulations were faulty or because supervision
was poor. In Colombia the financial crisis of the early 1980s came at a time
when the authorities were actively pursuing the kinds of policy suggested by
Stiglitzin his paper. They were so involvedwith those policies that they failed to
stop the conflicts of interest that brought about the crisis (see Montenegro
Trujillo 1983 and Caballero ArgAez1987). Furthermore, as Lawrence Summers
indicated in his keynote address at the 1991 meeting of this conference (Summers 1992), the kind of interventionthat so lures Stiglitz has already been tried
extensively. It has been mildlysuccessfulin East Asia but nowhere else; rather, it
has led everywhere to a burst of corruption and other undesirable effects.'
Remedyingthe ill effectshas not been easy.
On the specific policy advice offered by Stiglitz, I found it surprising that a
recommendation for financial repression would ignore completely a number of
issuesthat experiencesuggestsas very relevant. Let me mention a few.
Although aggregate savingsmay not be sensitiveto interest rates, can we say
the same thing about disintermediation and financial savings? How does
one transform savings in the form of minor physical assets-such as
chickens or hogs in developing countries and full cupboards in Eastern
Europe-into physical productive capital?
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*What is the impact on investment and growth of high spreads between
lending and deposit interest rates-spreads that reach 70 percentage points
in Sloveniaand 90 in Peru? Within this context, should Stiglitz not supply us
with the data to back his statement that there is empirical evidence that
financial repression has a positive impact on growth? Recent empirical work
by King and Levine(1993) would indicate quite the contrary.
* What prevents banks from distributing profits stemming from wide spreads
instead of capitalizingthem as Stiglitz hopes would happen? Would capitalization not require, in any case, strict ruler on capital adequacy and their
rigorous enforcement?Why, then, is a wide spread needed?
* What are the efficiencygains of using implicit taxes and subsidies through
the financial sector instead of using explicit and transparent ones? In what
way are the distributive effectsof an indirect system preferable? Moreover,
do these effects not bias income and wealth distribution? Is the use of
implicit taxes and subsidiesneutral from a political viewpoint?
* Why would credit rationing and allocation stemming from financial repression yield better results than the kind of credit rationing that Stiglitzsees as a
market failure?Does experiencenot suggest quite the opposite as a result of
the favoritism and corruption that is bred by repression?
* Within the credit allocation system suggested by Stiglitz, would it not pay
firms to use bank credit more intensively than their own capital? Why
would this outcome be desirable? Is this not what happened in France?z
Was not this one of the key factors that killed the budding capital markets of
Latin America in the 1950s and 1960s? The importance of these markets
may be overstated on average terms, but not on marginal terms.
Moreover, there is a political dimension underlying all this discussion in
developing countries. When we pushed through the financial and exchange
liberalization in Colombia, we did so because we believed that the basic economic human rights of a large segment of the population-particularly the lowand middle-income groups-were being "overlooked" to the extent that there
was favoritism in the intervention in these markets. Furthermore, my own country may be a good example of how intrusive state invention in the economy can
eventually be used to effectivelycurtail true democracy by managing the benefits
of the intervention. Can we as economists and public servants ignore blatantly
the imnpactof our policy prescriptions on basic economic human rights and the
development of democracy? I, as a public servant of a developing country,
would be very concerned if the officials from the U.S. administration were to
start peddling economic policies that were to hamper democracy.
Despite Stiglitz'scontribution, I feel that much remains to be done in terms of
working through the real relevanceof the market failures highlighted by him and
the actual intervention needed to deal with them. In the meantime we must
emphasize intervention through prudential regulations and supervision to keep
the monetary fantasy alive and growing, using regulations that factor in the
Jaramillo-Vallejo
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limitations facing the authorities and the country, focusing on controls that can
be enforced casily and precisely, and creating incentives so that financial institutions and other private agents act prudently. And, from this viewpoint, I feel
that most of Stiglitz's policy prescriptions do not fulfill these requirements.
To sum up, I wonder whether the following quote from Stiglitz's own paper
could not be applied squarcly to his paper and his policy advice:
[It] . . . is based neither on a sound economicunderstanding of how
[financial] markets work nor on the potential scope for government
interventions. Often, too, it lacks an understanding of the historical
events and political forces that have led governments to assume their
present role. Instead, it is based on an ideological conception of markets that is grounded neither in fact nor in economic theory. (Stiglitz,
in this volume)

Note
1. Conventional wisdom would suggestthat the key reasons for the mild success of intcrvention in East
Asia are the authoritarian character of their political regimes and the cultural habit of obedience (see
World Bank 1993). By the same token, one should expect corruption to be morc noticeable in those
countrics with a free press and with a cultural tendency to question the leadership.
2. See Stiglitz, in this volumc.
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COMMENT ON "THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN FINANCIAL
MARKETS," BY STIGLITZ

Yung Cbul Park

M

any policymakersin Korea, as well as those who have long been

uncomfortable with liberal financial doctrine, will be relieved by Professor Stiglitz's support for repressivefinancial policies. Almost every
financial activity in Korea, including access to the banking sector, the determination of interest rates, and the allocation of credit, has been heavily regulated by the government. Financial experts and international organizations have
argued that unless Korea's financial markets were substantially deregulated and
opened to competition, the economy would crumble under the accumulated
inefficienciesof the financial sector. Korea's economic performance for at least
the past two decades, however, suggests that this argument is suspect, although
it is possible that economic growth could have been higher under a more deregulated financial regime.
I agree with most of the points made in the paper, but drawing on my experience in designing financial policies, I would like to touch on several issues that
are not discussed.
First, the structure of competition in the banking sector is largely influenced
and often shaped by the structure of its nonfinancial sectors. An economy whose
manufacturing sector is dominated by a few large conglomerates or industrial
groups is a case in point. It is particularly important for each of these groups to
establish a long-term relationship with a bank and to rely on its bank for longterm credit at the nascent stage of its financial development. In such an economy
it is not difficult to imagine that the banking sector will be dominated by a few
large banks that could collectivelymeet the financial needs of the industrial
groups. Furthermore, in the absence of government intervention, these large
banks are quite likely to be owned and controlled by the industrial groups.
Other factors also inhibit competition and invite government control over finanYung Chul Park is professor of economics at Korea University and president of the Korea Institute of
Fmance.
Pmrceedingsof the Wbr/dBank Annual Conferenceon Development Economics 1993
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cinlmarkets.For instance
in manydeveloping
countries,trade, labor,andagricultureareall heLivilyregulatednndprotected.
A competitivefinancialregime
maynot becompatiblewith controlledsectorsandmay notevenbepossibic.
My secondpoint is relatedto the consequences
of maiintaining
low intercst
rntes, which,according
to Stiglitz,promotcseconiomic
growthwhilcincreasing
profits.In ninnycountries,
includingJapan and Korea,banksthat are subjectto
regulatedlendingrates belowthe equilibriumrate chargea compensating
balancensa conditioni
of theloan.Asa result,the difference
between
theregulated
ratc indtheequilibriumratwhasbeenbornein partbytheborrowers.
If theuse
of compensating
balances
is asprevalent
asit is in Korea,it will bcdifficult to
assess
theextentto whichborrowers
benefitfromthelow interestrates.
Thethirdpointisrclatedto theeffectiveness
of indirectcontrolmechanisms
in
the formof incentives
andrcstrictions.Oncdifficultywith prefercntialregulation is that it may not lessenthe moral hlazard
problem.The publicanticipates
that it is the government's
responsibility
to keepthe financialsystemsafeand
individualbankssoundandtherefore
believes
thatthegovernment
wouldnotlet
a bank,particularlya largeone,fail. Worseyet, theexercise
of indirectcontrol
by the governmentis often perceived
asensuringthe healthof the financial
industry.Giventhcseperceptions,
it is unlikelythat thenet worthrequirement
anddepositinsurance
system
thatadjustpremiums
on thebasisof thequalityof
eachbank'sportfoliocouldmakebanksmoreprudentin theirlendingactivities.
Anotherissueis howto phaseout a directcontrolsystem
andreplaceit with an
indirectone.Unlessanewsystem
isinstalledovernight,
whichishighlyunlikely,
the government
will drag its feet in changingthe systemand will vacillate
between
a greateror a lesser
degree
of governmental
control.
Thelastpointis a rathercasualexplanation
of why Korea'srepressive
financial systemdid not undermine
its growthpotentialto theextent claimedin the
literature.In my viewthe economy
wasableto avoidmuchof the inefficiency
problembecause
exportperformance
wasthe main criterionfor bank loans.
Firmsthat competeand succeed
internationally
arelikely to be moreefficient
thanthosethat operatein regulated
andsheltered
domestic
markets,andmost
of theloanablefundswerein factallocated
to thesefirms.
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FLOUR DISCUSSION OF THE STIGLITZ PAPER

A

participant from the BrookingsInstitution asked Yung Chul Park (dis-

cussant) to speculate on what Korea's economy might have looked like
J?
today had the policy of financial repression not been followed during
the past twenty to thirty years. Would the growth rate for that period have been
lower without the policy? If so, why? Would the economy have been less exportoriented? Would there have been, for example, more investment in housing?
Park said his sense was that financial policics would not have made much
difference so long as the manufacturing and service sectors were efficient. He
thought that the efficiency of Korea's trade and industrial policies was far more
important than its financial policies.
Stiglitz, however, said that he believed the Korean government's intervention
in the financial market had boosted economic growth. The government had not
allowed a great number of real estate loans, for example. Had more capital gone
into real estate and less into manufacturing, there might have been significantly
less growth. One could well ask whether using the allocation of financial
resources to promote exports is the best approach, said Stiglitz, but it was
certainly effective in Korea, and not many countries have used other instruments
as effectively.
A participant from Harvard noted that Sriglitz had mentioned in passing the
possibility of government failures but that most of his research and discussion
focused on market failures. Advocates of privatization would not be surprised to
learn that private markets were imperfect, but government intervention is generally believed to be even worse because of either corruption or inappropriate
objectives and interventions. The participant wondered whether Stiglitz should
devote more of his considerable prowess to theorizing about what governments
actually do, what objectives they actuallv ' ther, and what kind of corruption
emerges and compare that reality with the optimal poUicydesigns he discusses.
Another participant observedthat in Latin America, which has a far more liberal
This sessionwaschairedbyJessicaP. Einhom,vice-presidentand treasurer,the WorldBank.
Proceedingsof the WorldBank Annual Conference on Development Economics 1993
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financial sector than Southeast Asia, there are more complaints about government corruption than in Southeast Asia. One participant questioned whether, if
we compared the fifteen years of financial liberalization that started in 1975
with the fifteen years before 197S, we would find that savings and productivity
in the world economy were down.
Stiglitz said that Alfred Hirschman, in his well-known book Shifting Involvements, talks about the constant search for balance between the public and
private sectors and the continual debate about their appropriate roles. Stiglitz
was trying to identify some problems with unfettered market solutions and to
argue that some forms of government intervention might address those problems. That does not mean that every government intervention, no matter how
badly designed, is going to improve things.
There is considerable evidence, Stiglitz went on, t-at in an array of countries,
especially in East Asia, strong government intervention had improved the effective allocation of society's resources and, more broadly, had promoted accumulation and growth. In a major project carried out in the past year, the World
Bank tried to identify the salient properties of the successful interventions that
guided the "East Asian miracle." Analysts looked at what the governments had
done that was so successful. For example, what structures within government
reduced corruption and other problems that plagued many Latin American
counties when they tried similar policies? A number of lessons were learned,
said Stiglitz, about which government interventions were welfare enhancing and
which government structures reduced the likelihood of corruption. A broadly
based policy to allocate credit to firms that succeed in exporting, as Park discussed, was one example of an objective criterion that is relatively immune to
political influence. It is a government intervention based on well-defined rules.
The nature of government interventions, including regulatory interventions,
would be different for different countries. When one balances out the strengths
and weaknesses of a particular government and market, one might well conclude, for many countries, that the appropriate intervention is no intervention.
One must be careful to ask, Stiglitz continued, whether there are forms of
intervention that can address market failures. Some government interventions
are likely to be more prevalent than others. Prudential regulation is likely to be
desirable in almost all countries, although the exact design of the regulations
will differ. Obviously, more provocative interventions, such as directed credit or
financial repression, may not be suitable for many countries, and the form those
interventions take will be more controversial.
Stiglitz noted that in thie last four years of the Reagan administration, in a
country with relatively little corruption, there was considerable corruption in
government housing programs. So we cannot ignore the possibility of government failure and government corruption, he said-but one hears the mantra of
goverrunent failure from many people, and we needn't all sing the same tune.
Governments can also succeed; the question is one of design. A reduced-form
regression saying that, on average, governments are bad or governments are
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good doesn't tell you anything; it is irrelevant. The questions are, rather:, can we
design governments to be more effective?Can we find particular programs that
make government corruption less likelyand government success more likely?
A participant from the World Bank said that Stiglitz had identified the need
for government interventions to offset problems of imperfect information. He
asked Stiglitz to comment on the possibilities for learning in financial markets.
Does every transaction and transactor start out anew, or, because many agents
regularly participate in financial transactions, is there a process of maturity in
the financial market? Presumably the rationale for government intervention is
related to the question of imperfect information. Has Korea reached the stage at
which it does not need the same intensity of government regulation in financial
markets? If there were no information problems, Stiglitz said, the standard
competitive paradigm would apply as much to capital allocation as to allocation
of any other factor of production. Most of the reasons for market failure are
related to information failures. His arguments for government intervention
would be less persuasive if there were no corporate veil to create information
problems.
It may well be true that some of the conclusions reached through this new
view are similar to conclusions one reaches through very old views, said Stiglitz.
That goes back to Hirschman's point about shifting involvement. But it is to be
hoped that in revisiting this issue we have learned something in between-that
we are not returning full circle to the discredited theories of the 1950s. As Patel
said in his keynote address, we come back to some positions that are similar, but
with important differences. 'When we say that the government ought to be
involved, for example, we recognize government's limitations much more
explkcidy, and we are far more aware of how the government uses markets than
we were before. Nobody would say that the government ought to replace markets. An essential part of the new view is that governments should interact with
and use the power of markets.
Jessica Einhorn (chair) closed the discussion by quoting something she had
heard recently: you can never argue somebody out of a position that they
weren't argued into.
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